Why GAO Did This Study

VA must frequently contract with non-VA health care providers so that clinical providers are available to meet veterans’ health care needs. While recent studies have disclosed problems with VA’s development of contracts for clinical services, there has been little scrutiny of how VA monitors and evaluates the care contract providers give to veterans.

GAO was asked to review VA’s efforts to monitor clinical contractors working in VA facilities. This report examines the extent to which VA establishes complete performance requirements for contract providers, challenges VA staff encounter in monitoring contract providers’ performance, and the extent to which VA oversees VAMC staff responsible for monitoring contract providers.

What GAO Found

All 12 contracts GAO reviewed from the four Department of Veterans Affairs’ (VA) medical centers (VAMC) visited contained performance requirements consistent with VA acquisition policy. However, the performance requirements lacked detail in six categories: type of provider or care; credentialing and privileging; clinical practice standards; medical record documentation; business processes; and access to care. GAO identified these categories from reviews of VA acquisition regulations, VA policies, and hospital accreditation standards; and VA officials verified that these six categories were an accurate reflection of performance requirements that should be in VA clinical contracts. GAO found, for example, one VAMC cardiothoracic contract that had detailed performance requirements while another VAMC’s cardiothoracic contract did not contain a statement describing the contract provider’s responsibilities for reporting and responding to adverse events and patient complaints. GAO also found that contracting officials lack tools, such as standard templates, that provide examples of the performance requirements that should be included in common types of clinical contracts. Such tools would help ensure consistency in requirements across contracts.

Contracting officer’s representatives (COR) cited two main challenges in monitoring contract providers’ performance—too little time to monitor clinical contractors’ performance effectively and inadequate training. Most of the 40 CORs at the four VAMCs in GAO’s review said that their clinical contract monitoring duties were a collateral duty and that they had other primary responsibilities, such as serving as a business manager or administrative officer for a specialty clinic within the VAMC. GAO found that, on average, each of these 40 CORs spent about 25 percent of their time monitoring an average of 12 contracts. CORs said the demands of their primary positions at times prevented them from fully monitoring contract providers’ performance. Further, VA’s current guidance related to COR responsibilities does not include any information on how VAMCs are to determine the feasibility of whether a COR’s workload—including both COR and primary position responsibilities—will allow them to carry out their tasks as CORs for monitoring contract provider performance. GAO also found that current VA COR training programs focus on contracts that buy goods, not clinical services, and include little information on monitoring responsibilities. CORs questioned the usefulness of the COR training VA uses to prepare them for monitoring clinical contracts.

What GAO Recommends

GAO recommends that VA develop and disseminate standard templates that provide examples of performance requirements for clinical contracts, revise guidance for CORs to include workload information, modify COR training, and improve the monitoring and oversight of clinical contracts. VA concurred with GAO’s recommendations.
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